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ABSTRACT
One of the key aspects in the comprehension of neutron star interiors is the iden-
tification of observables that may impose constraints on the equation of state. At
present, limits are obtained mainly through the study of the mass-radius relationship,
the maximum rotational frequency and the cooling behaviour. However, since gravita-
tional wave observatories such as Advanced LIGO and Advanced VIRGO will open a
new window of observation of neutron stars in the very near future, it is crucial identi-
fying observables that may emerge from the analysis of the gravitational wave emission
of neutron stars. To this end, we investigate non-radial oscillations of hadronic, hy-
brid and pure self-bound strange quark stars with maximum masses above the mass
of the recently observed massive pulsars PSR J1614-2230 and PSR J0348-0432 with
M ≈ 2M⊙. For the hadronic equation of state we employ different parametrizations
of a relativistic mean-field model and for quark matter we use the MIT bag model in-
cluding the effect of strong interactions and color superconductivity. We find that the
first pressure mode for strange quark stars has a very different shape than for hadronic
and hybrid stars. For strange quarks stars the frequency of the p1 mode is larger than
6 kHz and diverge at small stellar masses, but for hadronic and hybrid stars it is in the
range ∼ 4− 6 kHz. This allows an observational identification of strange stars even if
extra information such as the mass, the radius or the gravitational redshift of the ob-
ject is unavailable or uncertain. Also, we find as in previous works that the frequency
of the g-mode associated with the quark-hadron discontinuity in a hybrid star is in
the range 0.4 − 1 kHz for all masses. Thus, compact objects emitting gravitational
waves above 6 kHz should be interpreted as strange quark stars and those emitting a
signal within 0.4− 1 kHz should be interpreted as hybrid stars.
Key words: stars: neutron, stars: oscillations, dense matter, gravitational waves
1 INTRODUCTION
The determination of the mass of the pulsars PSR
J1614-2230 with M = (1.97 ± 0.04)M⊙ (Demorest et al.
2010) and PSR J0348-0432 with M = (2.01 ± 0.04)M⊙
(Antoniadis et al. 2013) has brought the necessity to
re-examine many aspects of the physics of neutron
stars (NSs). In particular, these observations revived
the discussions about whether compact stars are purely
hadronic, may have quark-matter cores in their interior,
or may be pure strange quark stars (Ozel et al. 2010;
Bejger et al. 2011; Weissenborn et al. 2011; Bednarek et al.
2012; Bonanno & Sedrakian 2012; Franzon et al. 2012;
⋆ E-mail: cesar.flores@ufabc.edu.br;
german.lugones@ufabc.edu.br
Jiang et al. 2012; Katayama et al. 2012; Lenzi & Lugones
2012; Wei & Zheng 2012; Weissenborn et al. 2012;
Alford et al. 2013; Chamel et al. 2013; Klahn et al. 2013;
Lattimer & Lim 2013; Mallick 2013; Orsaria et al. 2013;
Zdunik & Haensel 2013).
In fact, several authors have looked along the years for
features that may allow to distinguish unequivocally these
stars through e.g. the analysis of the mass-radius relation-
ship and the cooling behaviour since both aspects strongly
depend on the microscopic composition. In the case of the
mass-radius relationship a discrimination is not easy be-
cause the stellar radius is difficult to determine observa-
tionally. Moreover, at present, most observed compact stars
have masses in a range where many models for hadronic,
hybrid and strange stars overlap in the M − R diagram.
Cooling studies rely on the fact that the neutrino emission,
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the specific heat, the thermal conductivity, and other rel-
evant quantities strongly depend on the microscopic com-
position. However, while different models lead to different
thermal evolution, there are many degrees of freedom in the
problem and a univocal interpretation of observed data is
difficult.
On the other hand, it is now clear that the increase
in sensitivity of gravitational wave (GW) detectors such as
Advanced LIGO and Advanced VIRGO will bring within
the next few years the science of gravitational radiation to
a mode of regular astrophysical observation (Riles 2013).
Since NSs can be conspicuous emitters of gravitational ra-
diation, GWs of NSs will provide in the near future an im-
portant piece of information about several aspects of NS
physics. In particular, transient phenomena involving the
excitation of oscillation modes have long been considered as
an important tool for the exploration of NS’s interiors be-
cause several oscillation modes may emit gravitational waves
(Andersson & Kokkotas 1998; Kokkotas & Schmidt 1999).
A lot of work has been carried out in the last three decades
in order to describe the non-radial oscillatory properties of
NSs; however, these studies employed equations of state that
in most cases render maximum stellar masses below 2M⊙.
Recent observations have shifted the maximum stellar mass
above 2M⊙ and therefore it is worth re-examining the oscil-
lation spectra because the change in the allowed equations
of state may bring new ways to distinguish hadronic, hybrid
and strange stars.
In this work, we study the f , p and g modes of hadronic,
hybrid and pure self-bound strange quark stars with max-
imum masses above 2 M⊙ within the relativistic Cowling
approximation. The paper is organized as follows: in Sec.
II we describe the EoS used for the description of hadronic
and quark matter. In Sec. III we present the equations that
govern non-radial fluid oscillations of compact stars. In Sec.
IV we present our results, and in Sec. V a summary and our
conclusions.
2 EQUATIONS OF STATE
Hadronic matter. The relativistic mean-field model is widely
used to describe hadronic matter in compact stars. In this
paper we adopt the following standard Lagrangian for mat-
ter composed by nucleons and electrons,
LH =
∑
B
ψ¯B [γµ(i∂
µ
− gωBω
µ
−
1
2
gρB~τ.~ρ
µ)
− (mB − gσBσ)]ψB +
1
2
(∂µσ∂
µσ −m2σσ
2)
−
1
4
ωµνω
µν +
1
2
m2ωωµω
µ
−
1
4
~ρµν .~ρ
µν
+
1
2
m2ρ~ρµ.~ρ
µ
−
1
3
bmn(gσσ)
3
−
1
4
c(gσσ)
4
+
∑
L
ψ¯L[iγµ∂
µ
−mL]ψL. (1)
Leptons L are treated as non-interacting and baryons
B are coupled to the scalar meson σ, the isoscalar-
vector meson ωµ and the isovector-vector meson ρµ. For
more details about the EoS obtained from the above La-
grangian the reader is referred to e.g. do Carmo et al.
(2013) and references therein. The five constants in the
Table 1. Coupling constants for the parametrizations GM1 and
NL3 of the hadronic EoS. Mmax is the maximum mass of a pure
hadronic star for matter composed by nucleons and electrons.
Set GM1 NL3
mσ [MeV] 512 508.194
mω [MeV] 783 782.501
mρ [MeV] 770 763
gσ 8.91 10.217
gω 10.61 12.868
gρ 8.196 8.948
b 0.002947 0.002055
c -0.001070 -0.002651
Mmax [M⊙] 2.32 2.73
model are fitted to the bulk properties of nuclear matter
(Glendenning & Moszkowski 1991). In this work we use the
parametrizations GM1 (Glendenning & Moszkowski 1991)
and NL3 (Lalazissis et al. 1997) whose coupling constants
are shown in Table 1. At low densities we use the Baym,
Pethick and Sutherland (BPS) model (Baym et al. 1971).
Unpaired quark matter. For non-color-superconducting
quark matter we use the following modified bag model
ΩQM =
∑
i=u,d,s,e
Ωi +
3µ4
4π2
(1− a4) +B, (2)
where B is the bag constant and Ωi is the thermodynamic
potential for a free gas of u, d, s quarks and electrons.
The effects of gluon-mediated QCD interactions between the
quarks in the Fermi sea are roughly incorporated through
the parameter a4, in the same way as in Alford et al. (2005)
and Weissenborn et al. (2011). With this equation of state
we construct hybrid stars and strange quark stars. In the
case of hybrid stars we consider that the hadron-quark in-
terphase is a sharp discontinuity at which the pressure and
the Gibbs free energy per baryon are continuous. For strange
quark stars, the values of the parameters are chosen in or-
der to fulfill the absolute stability condition (Farhi & Jaffe
1984); i.e. the energy per baryon for three (two) flavour
quark matter is smaller (larger) than the energy per baryon
of the most stable atomic nucleus.
Effect of color superconductivity: We also con-
sider colour flavour locked (CFL) strange stars
(Lugones & Horvath 2003; Horvath & Lugones 2004)
made up of CFL quark matter from the center to the
surface of the star. Within the MIT bag model and to order
∆2, the thermodynamic potential ΩCFL can be expressed
as (Lugones & Horvath 2002)
ΩCFL = Ωfree −
3
π2
∆2µ2 +B, (3)
being Ωfree the thermodynamic potential of a state of un-
paired u, d and s quarks in which all them have a common
Fermi momentum ν, with ν chosen to minimize Ωfree:
Ωfree =
∫ ν
0
6p2dp
π2
[p− µ] +
∫ ν
0
3p2dp
π2
[
√
p2 +m2s − µ]. (4)
The binding energy of the diquark condensate is included
in the condensation term proportional to ∆2µ2 where the
chemical potential µ ≡ (µu + µd + µs)/3 is related to ν
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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through ν = 2µ− (µ2+m2s/3)
1/2, being ms the mass of the
strange quark. We consider B, ms and ∆ as free parame-
ters that fall inside the stability windows presented in Fig.
2 of Lugones & Horvath (2002); i.e. we always obtain self-
bound strange stars when integrating the stellar structure
equations. Additionally, the parameters satisfy the stability
condition m2s < 2µ∆ given by Alford et al. (2004).
3 NON-RADIAL FLUID OSCILLATIONS OF
COMPACT STARS
The framework for studying non-radial modes within the
theory of General Relativity was depicted in the pioneer-
ing work of Thorne & Campollataro (1967) and further ex-
tended by other authors (Detweiler & Lindblom 1985, and
references therein). The perturbation equations are decom-
posed into spherical harmonics leading to two classes of os-
cillations according to the parity of the harmonics. Even
(or polar) oscillations produce spheroidal deformations on
the fluid, while odd (or axial) oscillations produce toroidal
deformations (see e.g Kokkotas & Schmidt (1999) and ref-
erences therein). For non-rotating stars composed of a per-
fect fluid, the fluid axial oscillations lead to a zero frequency
trivial solution to the perturbation equations with vanishing
pressure and density variations while the space-time axial
modes (w-modes or wII -modes) are of non-zero frequency.
For polar oscillations the linearised field equations inside the
star can be cast as a system of three wave equations; two
of them corresponding to the perturbations of the space-
time and the other one to the density perturbations inside
the star (Kokkotas & Schmidt 1999). If the gravitational
field is very weak, the two equations corresponding to the
metric perturbation can be neglected while the remaining
one describes the oscillations of the fluid. This approach is
known as the Cowling approximation and considerably sim-
plifies the analysis. This procedure was first introduced by
Cowling (1941) for the study of Newtonian stars and subse-
quently adapted by McDermott et al. (1983) for the inves-
tigation of relativistic stars. A more recent analysis shows
that for typical relativistic stellar models the oscillation fre-
quencies obtained by the complete linearised equations of
general relativity and by the Cowling approximation differ
by less than 20 % for f -modes, around 10% for p-modes
(Yoshida & Kojima 1997), and less than a few percent for
g-modes (Sotani et al. 2001). This justifies its wide utiliza-
tion for studying, for example, slowly and differentially ro-
tating compact stars (Stavridis et al. 2007), rapidly rotating
relativistic stars consisting of a perfect fluid obeying a poly-
tropic equation of state (EoS) (Boutloukos & Nollert 2007),
elastic modes of oscillation in the crust of a neutron star
(Samuelsson & Andersson 2007), and neutron stars with in-
ternal anisotropic pressure (Doneva & Yazadjiev 2012).
In this work we employ the pulsation equations within
the Cowling approximation as derived by Sotani et al.
(2011). To obtain these equations, fluid perturbations are
decomposed into spherical harmonics Ylm(θ, φ) and a sinu-
soidal time dependence exp(iωt) with frequency ω. The La-
grangian fluid displacements that represent the infinitesimal
oscillatory perturbations of the star are
ξi =
(
e−ΛW,−V ∂θ,−V sin
−2 θ∂φ
)
r−2Yℓme
iωt, (5)
where W and V are functions of r. The pulsation equations
read:
W ′ =
dρ
dP
[
ω2r2eΛ−2ΦV + Φ′W
]
− ℓ(ℓ+ 1)eΛV, (6)
V ′ = 2Φ′V − eΛ
W
r2
. (7)
where primes denote the derivatives with respect to r (for
more details see Sotani et al. 2011). To close the system we
need boundary conditions at the center (r = 0) and at the
surface (r = R) of the star. The behaviour of W and V
near the center of the star can be obtained from the above
equations and is given by W (r) = Crℓ+1 + O(rℓ+3) and
V (r) = −Crℓ/ℓ+O(rℓ+2), where C is an arbitrary constant.
At the surface of the star the Lagrangian perturbation in the
pressure must be zero (∆P = 0), leading to
ω2r2eΛ−2ΦV + Φ′W = 0. (8)
In the case of hybrid stars, we have to impose additional
junction conditions at the density discontinuity between the
quark and the hadronic phases. These junction conditions
read (Sotani et al. 2011)
W+ = W−, (9)
V+ =
e2Φ
ω2Rg
2
(
ρ− + P
ρ+ + P
[
ω2Rg
2e−2ΦV− + e
−ΛΦ′W−
]
−e−ΛΦ′W+
)
, (10)
whereRg represents the position of the density discontinuity,
and the values of W , V , and ρ at both sides of the discon-
tinuity are denoted by: W− ≡W (Rg − 0), V− ≡ V (Rg − 0),
ρ− ≡ ρ(Rg − 0), W+ ≡ W (Rg + 0), V+ ≡ V (Rg + 0), and
ρ+ ≡ ρ(Rg + 0).
In order to numerically solve the oscillation equations
we proceed as follows. First, we integrate the Tolman-
Oppenheimer-Volkoff stellar structure equations for each set
of parameters of the equation of state in order to obtain the
coefficients of the oscillation equations for a given central
pressure. Then we solve the oscillation equations by means
of the shooting method: we start the numerical integration
of Eqs. (6) and (7) for a trial value of ω2 and a given set
of values of W and V such that the boundary condition
at the centre is fulfilled. The equations are integrated out-
wards trying to match the boundary condition at the star’s
surface. After each integration, the trial value of ω2 is cor-
rected through a Newton-Raphson iteration scheme in order
to improve the matching of the surface boundary condition
until the desired precision is achieved. The discrete values
of ω for which Eq. (8) is satisfied are the eigenfrequencies of
the star. In order to check our code we have reproduced the
results of Lindblom & Splinter (1990). In the case of hybrid
stars, we employ the shooting to a fitting point method. The
numerical integration is started at the centre and the surface
of the star towards the density discontinuity and the trial
value of ω2 is corrected until the junction conditions in Eqs.
(9) and (10) are verified with the desired precision.
4 RESULTS
The polar quasi-normal modes are usually classified ac-
cording to a scheme in which each family of modes is di-
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 1. The frequency ff = ωf/(2pi) of the f -mode for
hadronic stars and hybrid stars as a function of the stellar mass
M for models with maximum masses above 2 M⊙. For hadronic
matter the GM1 and NL3 parametrizations are used. For stars
containing quark matter, the labels indicate the values of B in
MeV fm−3 and of a4 (label “a”).
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Figure 2. Frequencies of the f -mode for hadronic stars and
strange quark stars as a function of the mass M , the gravita-
tional redshift z at the surface of the star, and the square root of
the mean density. For strange stars, the labels indicate the values
of B in MeV fm−3, of ∆ in MeV and of a4. In the lower panel
we include the analytic fittings of Andersson & Kokkotas (1998)
and Benhar et al. (2004) for hadronic stars.
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Figure 3. Frequencies of the first pressure mode for models of
hadronic and hybrid stars with maximum masses above 2 M⊙.
rectly associated with the restoring force that prevails when
a fluid element is displaced from its equilibrium position
(Cowling 1941). The most important modes for gravita-
tional wave emission are the (pressure) p-modes, the (fun-
damental) f -mode, and the (gravity) g-modes. The frequen-
cies of g-modes are lower than those of p-modes, and the
two sets are separated by the frequency of the f -mode
(Kokkotas & Schmidt 1999). These are called fluid modes
to distinguish them from e.g. purely gravitational modes (w-
modes) for which the fluid motion is barely excited. Since the
metric perturbations are set to zero within the Cowling ap-
proximation, only f , p and g modes can be studied through
the equations of the previous section. In chemically homoge-
neous, zero temperature (and hence isentropic) stars, all the
g-modes are zero frequency (Finn 1987), i.e. in the present
study they arise only in hybrid stars. In Figs. 1−5 we show
our results for quadrupole oscillations (l = 2). For strange
quark stars and hybrid stars, the mass of the strange quark
has been set to ms = 100 MeV in all calculations, and we
spanned the values of the parameters a4, B and ∆ that give
stars with a maximum mass above 2M⊙.
In Fig. 1 we show our results for the f -mode of hadronic
and hybrid stars and in Fig. 2 of hadronic and strange stars.
In Fig. 1 we see that there is a folding in the curve for hybrid
stars at the mass value above which the star has a core of
quark matter. Above that mass, the curves for hybrid stars
are steeper than the hadronic ones but the models overlap
each other. In the upper panel of Fig. 2 we show ff as a func-
tion of the stellar mass for hadronic and strange stars. The
shape of the curves is qualitatively different for both types
of objects but the results tend to overlap around ∼ 2 kHz
in the mass range of interest. However, in some cases it is
possible to differentiate strange stars from hadronic/hybrid
stars. For example, objects in the mass range 1 − 1.5M⊙
with ff in the range 2 − 3 kHz would be strange stars. We
also present the behaviour of ff as a function of the gravita-
tional redshift z at the surface of the star (see central panel
of Fig. 2) because z could be inferred through the identifi-
cation of spectral lines. Finally, in the bottom panel of Fig.
2 we show ff as a function of the square root of the aver-
age density, which is a more natural scaling in the case of
hadronic stars (Andersson & Kokkotas 1998). We also show
the fitting formulae found by Andersson & Kokkotas (1998)
and Benhar et al. (2004) which are in reasonable agreement
with the curves for hadronic stars with maximum masses
above 2M⊙. The main conclusion that can be obtained from
Figs. 1 and 2 is that there is an overlapping of the results
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 4. Frequencies of the first pressure mode for models of
hadronic and strange quark stars with maximum mass above 2
M⊙. From this figure and the previous one we note that the
curves for strange stars don’t overlap with the curves for hybrid
or hadronic stars for the most relevant values of M and z (M in
the range 1− 2M⊙ and z around 0.35).
for hadronic, hybrid and strange stars around a frequency of
∼ 2 kHz, and therefore, in most cases it would be rather dif-
ficult to infer the internal composition of a compact object
even if its mass or the surface z is determined together with
the frequency of the fundamental mode. However, in some
cases the identification of strange stars would be possible.
Our results for the f -mode of hybrid/hadronic stars
are in agreement with similar calculations by Benhar et al.
(2007) and Sotani et al. (2011) which give ff ≈ 1.5 − 3.5
kHz; however, notice that most of their models have max-
imum masses well below 2M⊙. Additionally, our calcula-
tions were performed for many values of the stellar mass
and therefore our curves show clearly the behaviour near
the maximum mass and in the case of hybrid stars the fold-
ing at the mass value above which the star has a core of
quark matter. For strange stars, Benhar et al. (2007) found
results in agreement with ours; in particular, they show that
strange stars can be differentiated from hadronic/hybrid
stars in some cases. However, their models have maximum
masses that never exceed 1.8M⊙, and thus they are incom-
patible with the recent observations PSR J1614-2230 and
PSR J0348-0432. Notice that we also explored the effect of
color superconductivity that was not addressed in previous
works.
In Figs. 3−4 we show our results for the first pressure
mode. The shape of the curves for hadronic and hybrid stars
is different as can be seen in Fig. 3. Above M ∼ 1.5M⊙,
the branches corresponding to hybrid stars emerge over the
curves corresponding to the hadronic models, i.e. for a given
hadronic equation of state the frequencies for hybrid stars
are larger than for hadronic stars. However, as seen in Fig. 3,
the curves overlap if we consider several hadronic and hybrid
models, and again, it would be rather difficult to infer the
 0.5
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 0.7
 0.8
 0.9
 1.4  1.6  1.8  2  2.2
f g 
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B47.1 a0.50 + NL3
Figure 5. Frequency of the g-mode for hybrid stars with maxi-
mum masses above 2M⊙. The curves fall in the range 0.4−1 kHz
and don’t overlap with other modes.
existence of a quark matter core inside a given compact star
even ifM or z are measured together with fp1. The situation
is different if we compare strange quark stars with hybrid or
hadronic stars. For hadronic and hybrid stars, the frequen-
cies are ∼ 6 kHz near the maximum mass and decrease to
∼ 4 kHz for small masses. For strange stars, the frequencies
are also ∼ 6 kHz near the maximum mass but are consid-
erably larger for smaller masses. Neutron stars observed up
to date have masses in the range 1.0 − 2.0 M⊙, i.e. in a re-
gion where the curves for strange and hadronic/hybrid stars
don’t overlap. Therefore, the observation a p1-mode with
a frequency significantly larger than ∼ 6 kHz would be a
clear evidence in favour of a strange quark star, even if the
mass, the radius or the gravitational redshift of the object
are unknown.
Notice that our results for the p1-mode are consis-
tent with previous studies. In Benhar et al. (2004) purely
hadronic stars and hybrid stars were described using some
hadronic equations of state (Akmal et al. 1998; Baldo et al.
2000; Glendenning & Moszkowski 1991) and the MIT bag
model for quark matter, giving fp1 ∼ 5−6 kHz, as in our cal-
culations. They also consider few strange star models with
low maximum masses around 1.5M⊙ and obtain fp1 ∼ 8−11
kHz, in agreement with our results for low mass objects.
Sotani et al. (2011) also present calculations for hadronic
and hybrid models with very low maximum masses that are
consistent with our results.
In Fig. 5 we present the results for the g-mode of hybrid
stars. The frequencies cover the range 0.4− 1 kHz, in agree-
ment with previous calculations by Miniutti et al. (2003) for
polytropic equations of state and Sotani et al. (2011) for hy-
brid stars with low maximum masses. The frequency inter-
val of the g-modes for different parametrizations of the EOS
is clearly separated from the f -mode frequencies. Addition-
ally, other g-modes such as those associated with a non-
homogeneous composition in the outer layers of the star,
or those associated with a thermal profile, have lower fre-
quencies than the here-studied quark-hadron-discontinuity
g-modes (Miniutti et al. 2003). Thus, the observation of os-
cillations with frequency in the range 0.4− 1 kHz would be
an evidence of a hybrid star.
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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ff fp1 fg
strange stars ∼ 2 kHz > 6 kHz not present
hybrid stars ∼ 2 kHz ∼ 4− 6 kHz ∼ 0.4− 1 kHz
hadronic stars ∼ 2 kHz ∼ 4− 6 kHz not present
Table 2. Discrimination between hadronic, hybrid and strange
quark stars based on the observation of the f , p1 and g modes.
5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have investigated non-radial fluid oscilla-
tions of hadronic, hybrid and strange quark stars with max-
imum masses above the mass of the recently observed pul-
sars PSR J1614-2230 and PSR J0348-0432 with M ≈ 2M⊙.
For the hadronic equation of state we employed two differ-
ent parametrizations of a relativistic mean-field model with
nucleons and electrons. For quark matter we have included
the effect of strong interactions and color superconductiv-
ity within the MIT bag model. The equations of non-radial
oscillations were integrated within the Cowling approxima-
tion in order to determine the frequency of the f , p1 and
g-modes.
We find that the fundamental mode is sensitive to the
internal composition, but due to the uncertainties in the
equations of state, there is an overlapping of the curves cor-
responding to hadronic, hybrid and strange quark stars for
stellar masses larger that∼ 1M⊙. As a consequence it would
be difficult to distinguish hybrid and hadronic stars through
the f -mode frequency, even if the mass or the surface z of
the object is determined concomitantly with ff . However,
there are features that in some cases may allow a differ-
entiation between strange stars and hadronic/hybrid stars.
For example, strange stars cannot emit gravitational waves
with frequency below ∼ 1.7 kHz for any value of the mass.
Also, sources with a mass in the range 1− 1.5M⊙ emitting
a signal in the range 2− 3 kHz would be strange stars. The
frequency of the p1 mode is much more affected by the inter-
nal composition of the star. For hadronic and hybrid stars,
we find that fp1 is in the range 4 − 6 kHz for objects with
masses in the range 1− 2M⊙, but for strange quark stars it
is always significantly larger than ∼ 6 kHz. Thus, a compact
object emitting a signal above ∼ 6 kHz could be identified
as a strange star even if its mass or gravitational redshift
are unknown. High frequency g-modes are only present in
hybrid stars and fall in the range 0.4 − 1 kHz. Thus, they
are clearly distinguishable from the fundamental mode, and
of low-frequency g-modes associated with chemical inhomo-
geneities in the outer layers or thermal profiles. Our results
are summarized in Table 2 and show that based on the simul-
taneous analysis of the frequency of the f , p1 and g-modes it
would be possible to discriminate between hadronic, hybrid
and strange quark stars.
The spectrum of a pulsating compact star is very rich
and therefore the possibility of having other kind of modes
in the same frequency range of the above studied fluid modes
should be studied in more detail in the light of modern
equations of state leading to stellar models compatible with
the recent observations of PSR J1614-2230 and PSR J0348-
0432. If other modes are present in the same range, the
criterion presented above may be less effective. Addition-
ally, rotation is known to change the frequency range of the
modes, but these modifications are not expected to alter
qualitatively the scenario presented in this paper (see e.g.
Gaertig & Kokkotas 2009, and references therein). In par-
ticular, it looks quite robust the conclusion that compact
objects emitting a signal above 6 kHz should be interpreted
as strange quark stars and those emitting a signal in the
range ∼ 0.4− 1 kHz should be interpreted as hybrid stars.
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